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acrylonitrile solution of the type used herein is prepared by the reaction of acrylonitrile with
hydrogen cyanide in the presence of a catalyst, such as a platinum catalyst in the form of a

finely-divided material, such as chloroplatinic acid. The acrylonitrile is prepared by
combining a suitable source of acrylonitrile with the catalyst and hydrogen cyanide in the

presence of a solvent such as acetonitrile, in a suitable reactor which is carefully controlled
in temperature, pressure and the like, to obtain an equilibrium mixture of monomer,

polymer and solvent. The mixture is then subjected to a distillation to remove the solvent.
Acrylonitrile may also be produced by the quenching of a thermal, decomposition reaction
product. Known processes used for the production of an acrylonitrile solution commonly

produce a product containing significant amounts of undissolved polymer, which limits the
usefulness of the product. However, the presence of undissolved polymer may interfere with

the further preparation and handling of the acrylonitrile solution. Also, the presence of
undissolved polymer is wasteful of the very expensive acrylonitrile reactant and the
precious platinum catalyst. An acrylonitrile solution with low polymer content and an

accompanying method for making the solution, which method does not have disadvantages
of the prior art, are provided by the present invention.During the past several years in our

laboratory, we have demonstrated
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(.cfw) in their submissions will
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of form return, license key.
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Lost episodes in HTML5-ready Kindle device
browsers. We use cookies to improve our content

and to provide us with analytical
information.Monday, January 10, 2014 Basil Patch

A little while back, I picked up a pack of basil
seeds from a friend and planted them. They are

growing. They are not growing very well, but I am
betting they'll get there. Yesterday was the first

time I ate my basil. I fried some eggs and
sprinkled some basil on top, and it's really good.

That is the most I ever eat at once, but I am
trying to eat more. In my little garden, it will
probably get eaten faster than I can eat it all.

Apparently, there is a basil industry that must be
fed, because they started putting it in gel, which

is dehydrated and cheaper, and it is a loss
leader. If you buy that version, you know what
you are getting. My basil is homegrown. I think

that tastes better. But I am starving so I may just
eat my basil straight. For what it's worth, I told
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my mom that I had eaten my basil and she said it
was the best one she had ever had! No

comments
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